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We knew we wanted our child to have the best, most personal care and who better to give that care than
mommy. Also, financially we would not have to pay for childcare with is like a mortgage these days. So long
story short we were on board for stay at home mommying! For some reason I thought sahm meant I would get
to spend time cuddling with my baby all day, playing with them, and teaching them stuff. I even had the
craziest idea that I would be able to keep the house spotless and have dinner ready for my husband by the time
he walked through the door after a long day at work. It was more work than any job I ever had and I like to
think of myself as a pretty hard worker. I prided myself on working a 48hr non-stop shift at my previous job
and multiple hr shifts. Or even that I worked night shift in all of my jobs in the medical field so I was used to
being up all hours of the day. But that was nothing compared to the everyday, non-stop work of a sahm. No
shade to the working mom, because working moms have a whole other set of hurdles to get over. Motherhood
is a lot of work in general. I would rarely ever have a moment to myself. After a few months of being a sahm,
I realized that my idea of being a sahm was beyond fictitious. I began to see that being a sahm was a full time
job. I WAS the daycare. I WAS the housecleaner. I was the one who the baby wanted to cling to all day long. I
was the one who the baby did not want to lose sight of. There were still dirty dishes in the sink because when
you are home you cook each meal which means there are more dirty dishes, pots, and pans , the living room
was cluttered with toys that have been picked up and poured out on the floor countless times, the couch is full
of half folded laundry, and at the end of the day it looked like I had done nothing. Because doing stuff with a
baby is very unproductive. What does it look like to do everything with a baby? Trying to do the dishes In
order to do the dishes, I must occupy the baby by putting them in their bouncer which gives me 7 minutes of
productivity before they start to whine to get out. Then, I have to stop doing the dishes to switch them from
the bouncer to the Bumbo chair that sits on the counter and feed them snacks while I continue to do the dishes.
Then once they get tired of sitting there after 7 more minutes I strap the baby onto me in the baby harness.
Then baby falls asleep in the harness hopefully and then I try to place baby down for a nap. Now they are back
up. Trying to do the laundry I must find somewhere to place baby while I load and unload the laundry, which
takes time. As I fold the laundry the baby unfolds the laundry. Meaning I fold clothes two or three times over
again. Now baby is hungryâ€¦ so stop everything you are doing and nurse. In addition to the housework, we
must also make sure we are taking good care of our babies and not just occupying them as we try to get stuff
done. One last example was my mommy day off, which sometimes only occurs once every few months. My
husband took our 10 month-old daughter for 6 hours and allowed me to have some mommy time. And it was
weird! It was great, but it was weird. That means, I did not have to go through the process of setting baby up
in the bathroom, in the bouncer, with a toy, and an episode of little einsteins. That means I had time to take a
15min shower and shave my legs without a baby crying and screaming after 7 minutes. Next, I left the house
and all I had to take was my purse and keys. No stroller, no prepping baby snacks, no restocking and taking
the baby bag, not strapping in the baby who protests being in the carseat, and no frozen teething toys. And I
got to leave when I was ready. I did not have to wait until baby finished their nap or finished nursing. I got in
the car, and all I had to do was open the door, sit down, and close the door behind me!! It literally only took 3
seconds. As I was driving, I kept looking into my backseat to check on baby in her reflecting mirror and there
was no baby there! And there was no need to listen to 16 tracks of baby lullabies to put baby to sleep. I went
and got my nails done, did some shopping, and got some lunch without having to crush up pieces of my food
to share. I took you through my day because I really forgot what it was like to live for myself and to be by
myself. Everything sahms do we do with a baby. We travel, cook, clean, do laundry, vacuum, eat, shower,
shop, and so much more all with a baby. It makes everything take longer and makes life more tiring. Then we
lay our heads down only to be interrupted at least once or sometimes times during the late night or early in the
morning to tend to the crying, hungry baby. And before we know it, it is morning time and baby wants to get
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up and stay up. We work all day, all night, and in the middle of the night. We are on-call all day and night.
Our time is not our own. Our lives are no longer our own. These are the untold stories of a sahm that I wish I
would have known. Would they have prepared me to be a better mommy? But I wish I would have had a
proper heads up. When my mom told me that being a sahm was the hardest job of the planet, I had no clue
what that looked like. Blindly, I was eager and ready for the blissful challenge. But what I can say, is
somehow, some way, this exhausting life experience is so rewarding. I do not have to worry about how
someone is caring for my child in my absence because she is always with me. I can shape and groom her how
my husband and I choose. I can give her endless hugs and kisses all day. Every new word, every new smile,
every new thing she learns I am right there to see it. We bond and have so much fun together. These little
bundles of joy are truly soooo exciting and thrilling to be with. In between little spells of fussiness their
gummy smiles and giggles brighten up your day. After all,moms know that motherhood is a selfless act of life.
Stay tuned as we dive into the psychological aspects of being a sahm in our next chapter of the Untold Stories
of a Stay at Home Mom.
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Really loved the idea of turning familiar fairy tales on their heads and putting own interpretations on them and
the show early on clearly had clearly had a ball. Watched it without fail every time it came on and it was often
a highlight of the week. Which was why it was sad when it ran out of ideas and lost its magic in the later
seasons. The first four seasons had a few ups and downs, like blips in some of the writing, effects and
characters that are not as interesting or as well used as they could be, but were on the most part very solid.
Many episodes being good to fantastic, with interesting spins on characters, great character interactions and
performances and compelling and emotionally involving back-stories for most of the characters. Beginning
from where the previous episode "Only You", the first of what was something of a two parter, left off, "An
Untold Story" is a very good finale to a mostly well done if uneven fifth season, showing all the same
strengths and faults of "Only You" so there will be a little reiteration. But really the only real fault with "An
Untold Story", very like "Only You", is the character writing for Henry, which is all over the place and will
admit to actually feeling frustrated by him and his actions rather than relating to them. His chemistry with
Violet is sweet though. However, there is lots of evidence of forward momentum and character development
advancing, the characters true to personality and not distorted or going round in circles. One learns a lot and
things are made clearer. What really makes "An Untold Story" is the character development and interaction.
Her chemistry with Emma is not standard or cliched and comes over as genuine. Love the character exchanges
throughout. All the acting is strong, Jared Gilmore actually not doing too bad a job with what he is given.
Robert Carlyle is similarly riveting, he has fun with Gold and has the right amount of charisma, gravitas and
shadiness. Furthermore, "An Untold Story" is a very handsomely mounted episode visually, the settings and
costumes are both colourful and atmospheric, not too dark or garish and never cookie cutter. It is
photographed beautifully too. The music is haunting, ethereal and cleverly used with a memorable theme tune.
Writing has the right balance of humour, pathos, mystery and intrigue mostly, with less soap and camp that
has been seen in some of the Underworld arc. Summing up, very good. Was this review helpful to you?
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Bennett thought he was dying of cancer, and this was his way of rounding up his best unpublished work.
However, at the time of writing this review Alan Bennett is very much alive, so the reason for rushing this
book to press in this format no longer applies. Go back and do the job properly. The writing, of course, is
excellent. But it stops rather abruptly, leaving Bennett set for a dull career in higher education. And yet, a few
years later, he is on Broadway. How did that happen? Was there a family falling-out? Then the book lurches
into an interminable section of diaries. Friends who read it all tell me there is some good stuff in there, but
there was just too much. Hire an editor, Alan. And then there are the lit crits and presentations. They are
mostly good, but they miss something when shorn of their contexts. Again, some explanation or an editor is
required. The same sloppy approach mars the photos. Yet other characters are described in great detail in the
stories, and their appearance is deemed important - so why not show their pictures? This is not so much one
book of untold stories as three incomplete books. Now he has, so he should. A letter from a reader comparing
her WW2 experiences of evacuation with mine. And that is exactly what she did to the country. I remember as
a child chanting "Thatcher, Thatche Thank you, thank you, thank you Alan Bennet for including this anecdote
in your memoir: I remember as a child chanting "Thatcher, Thatcher, milk snatcher" when, as Education
Secretary, she ended the free milk program for elementary school children. As PM she continued her assaults
on the underprivileged while boosting the coffers of the Hooray Henrys. For me I particularly liked his
wartime, family, and hospital experiences. This is a tome you can dip in and out of without losing the thread.
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It has now been running for five consecutive seasons and the Chrisley name keeps getting bigger. Todd is a
real estate mogul who he has let America into his private life showing us all how the other half lives as well as
some hilarious moments along the way. The family is full of drama, ex-wives, step-siblings, botox, and even a
bit of good-ol-fashioned love. So make yourself comfortable, grab a blanket and an ice cream sandwich, and
just chill out as we continue to learn more about Todd and his eccentric family. A TV show was born Todd
always wanted to have his own television show. He is a wealthy Georgian who started his own business and
he knew that his family had a lot of entertainment to offer. The USA Network immediately picked up the
second season and the show has been airing ever since. Todd, along with his wife, children, their fortune and
their first world problems truly make for an entertaining minute show. Mom and dad Todd and his wife, Julie
Chrisley, have been under the microscope since their parenting methods have been seen by all of America.
However, Todd simply says that he is just trying to bring his children up right. Todd may have thrown a
MacBook into a pool but he is always trying to teach his kids a lesson. Like when his son wanted to go to an
interview, Todd role played and prepared him for what lies ahead. Past love Todd Chrisley met a beautiful
woman named Teresa Terry at a party when he was only 19 years old. Todd and Theresa dated for three years
and by they got married. The flowers in their wedding photo are actually covering a little secret. Todd
proposed to Teresa when she was pregnant so that he could properly provide for their new family. But how
was Todd, who was only a kid, going to make a living? Especially when he had all these glamorous dreams.
To years later on August 29, , the couple had another child, this time a boy. They called him Kyle Chrisley.
Todd had begun investing in properties, forcing the young and adorable family to move around quite a bit. But
the couple admits having enjoyed the adventure. It seemed as though they were not as well fitted for each
other as they originally thought. Sadly Teresa and Todd were very far away from the love that they once felt
and the smiling faces that were plastered on their faces on their wedding day. Officially split In Teresa decided
to do it once and for all. Teresa left with her son Kyle, while their daughter remained with Todd. Teresa had
stated that she had left her husband a few times before but it clearly never stuck. Todd had claimed that Teresa
had kidnaped their daughter but she gave her back in the end. This time she meant business. By the two had
officially divorced and they maturely made the decision to both have joint custody of the children. The road to
Cali The couple shared custody of the children and they had an extremely detailed plan as to how they were
going to share the kids between them. As the kids were old enough now to make a decision of their own
Lindsie decided to follow her daddy and Teresa was not going to be the one to come in between her kids so
she told Kyle to go with them as well. Teresa wanted to keep the kids together. Julie had struggled growing up
and had wanted to be a Miss South Carolina but instead, she was busy dealing with the aftermath of her
brother taking his own life behind their trailer home. Chrisley kids That same year Julie gave birth to her first
child, Chase Chrisley on June 1, only one week after their wedding. Todd clearly has an apt for marrying a
woman and having a child with them in the span of less than one year. Only one year later Julie had her
second child, this time it was a girl! The hard paved road All the while Todd was hard at work. He was going
to make his family proud and he was taking the real estate world by storm. Todd was turning run-down homes
into gorgeous buildings. And he was doing it fast. Todd was slowly building a reputation for being a real
estate mogul that knew how to make hard earned cash with his own two hands. The market crash hit Todd
hard seeing as no one was interested in buying new homes or upgrading anymore. Todd was forced to sell his
properties for lower and lower prices forcing him to take out loans to cover his costs. Todd was sinking fast.
About that same time, Todd and Julie had another child named Grayson. Which simultaneously happy but also
scary since Todd now had another mouth to feed. Strapped for cash By Todd was at an all-time financial low.
A new show was born In Todd received his second show. He worked hard to win over the network in order to
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get behind his new idea. Maybe to gain some of that liquidity that he lost back in the market crash. This semi
talk show hosts Todd and his family along with their opinions on society, relationships, parenting, and much
more. For 30 minutes Todd entertains his live audience and viewers from around the world with celebrity
guest stars and his witty humor. Todd teamed up with the amazing country singer and songwriter Shane
Stevens to take the country music world by storm. Todd cleverly gave his fans a taste of the song in the fourth
season of his show and the song shot up to the most pre-ordered single in history. The song was officially
released in November however it seems that Todd has crossed this dream off his bucket list and now has
turned to fashion instead. Dad to the rescue With all this fake news swimming around in this day and age,
Todd decided to take action. This show will follow them as they live on their own and give their parents huge
headaches and potential heart attacks. The plot thickens with love. Boys want to pave their own way into
becoming a man while fathers just want to ensure that their sons are making the right choices. Todd and his
son Kyle are no different. Kyle mysteriously was absent for most of season two of Chrisley Knows Best and
both have different versions of why that happened. Claims against daddy Kyle has made quite a few
accusations against his father over the years. However, we need to look deeper to find out why is Kyle
accusing his father left and right. Is there any truth to this? Surely the IRS would have caught on and we
would know by now. Kyle claimed that the entire show was scripted by Todd. Todd, however, responded that
the show was not scripted and that the USA Network has given them artistic freedom to just be themselves on
camera and have fun with it. However, Todd does have the upper hand in relatability and believability since he
built his company from the ground up and became a millionaire in his own right. A deeper look into Kyle
Maybe now we can understand why Kyle has been making so many accusations against his father. Kyle might
feel like Todd left his mother and made a new family with new children. When Kyle was 19 years old he was
placed in rehab. Sadly, two years later Angela and Kyle split up and Todd was once called in for help.
Understandably, Kyle was still only a kid so it made sense to give the child to someone who has more
experience with parenting and was more stable as Kyle had recently been in rehab. So Todd kept Chloe safe
and Kyle left feeling bitter about it to say the least. Happily ever after Kyle has admitted that he has started
over and that he has had no more issues for the past four years. He has married a woman named Lexi and they
have a happy life together with their dog named Milo. In , Todd reportedly pushed his wife to get a
mammogram, which showed something irregular. After a biopsy, Julie learned that she had cancer. Following
research and discussions with the doctors, Julie decided to undergo a double mastectomy to remove the
cancer, and several weeks later had reconstructive surgery. Years later, Julie is still cancer-free and the couple
says that the experience strengthened their marriage.
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We see a nervous Sunny -- she is still Karenjit Kaur, the daughter of a conservative Sikh family settled in
Canada â€” looking into the mirror. Her hesitation is palpable, so is her resolve. She is on the sets for a
lingerie ad, the first project which demands that she shed her clothes and inhibitions in front of strangers. She
does both with professionalism that will become something of her USP in years to come. And then, Karenjit
Kaur: The Untold Story of Sunny Leone takes us to and a gurudwara where we see a young Karenjit singing
gurbani. Karenjit kaur The Untold Story Of Sunny Leone review The emphasis obviously is on the girl raised
in a conservative Indian household deciding to become an adult star and then finding her feet in Bollywood.
The career arc is surprising, the story even more so. We encounter a brave and bold Sunny Leone who is naive
but ambitious like any young school girl from a middle class family. The show has a non-linear narrative and
it jumps to the infamous interview of Sunny Leone by Bhupendra Chaubey. Bhupendra â€” rechristened Anup
Choubey in the series â€” and his questions bring home the sexism and misogyny that Sunny had to brave
during her career. Her answers again underline her confidence and grace. The portrayal is quite vivid, though
bordering on melodrama that gives it the feel of a daily Hindi soap. The actors, nonetheless, play it subtly. The
talking points in the biopic are quite brave â€” from a materialistic father to an alcoholic mother. The fact that
Sunny has been closely involved with the show makes us respect her more. It takes a hero to admit the kinds
of struggles portrayed in Karenjit Kaur. No surprises then that we are looking forward to seven more episodes.
Follow htshowbiz for more First Published: Jul 16,
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Apr 02, Wednesday Stanley rated it really liked it I will start by saying that this is the first book I have read by
Mrs. I have always been fascinated with Peter Pan and even Hook. In this book we get to see a different side
to Captain James Hook. Captain Jameson Shaw is out for revenge on Peter Pan. James is on the hunt for Pan
for the death of his son. I really liked Hook in this book. I thought even though he was a pirate, I thought he
was sweet at t I will start by saying that this is the first book I have read by Mrs. I thought even though he was
a pirate, I thought he was sweet at times and caring at times. I liked seeing him wanting to help people out at
times. The author does wonderful job of weaving together different lands and taking us through them. I kind
of feel this book was kind of a twist on Peter Pan and the Little Mermaid mixed together. This book was
probably one of the lightest reads that I have had in awhile. By that I mean it was mostly just a tale and
journey that Jameson Shaw was on. There really was no romance in it, though you could tell something was
brewing. It is his back story. It is his quest to avenge the death of his son who was kidnapped by Peter Pan. He
wants his revenge and will stop at nothing. Of course when there are males involved a woman becomes
involved and everything becomes complicated. It is a great mashup of classic tales with a really un I was given
a book in exchange for an honest review free of persuasion from the author or anyone else affiliated with this
book. It is a great mashup of classic tales with a really unique spin. I was extremely impressed with this book.
The story moved so fast that I found myself devouring this book pretty quickly. He was my favorite character
because of his strong and moral values even for a pirate. You got see him in evolve from pillaging to saving. It
was a unique and refreshing. My favorite moment was the final battle in Neverland. It gave me chills. I would
recommend this to anyone who enjoys Peter Pan or a good mermaid story. He began with good intentions and
a kind heart. I also enjoyed the character of Elynna. I loved how Lynn fleshed out the details surrounding each
character. I look forward to reading the next book in this series. This book gave me a new look at Hook and
one that caused me to fall in love with him for the first time. I have always seen Hook as the enemy. This story
shows a different side of Hook and the best yet it shows his heart. The best example i can give of this is at the
very end of J. You see Severus Snape in a new light when you see past his animosity for Harry and see his
love for Lila Potter. I hope many will read his book and fall in love with Hook as I did!
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Its combat system includes hack-n-slash sequences, mind-boggling puzzles, acrobatic challenges through
deadly traps, and the Time-Swap system where you can on the fly travel back and forth between the past and
the present. Throughout the game lies an amazing story. You will play the role of Hercules, the illegitimate
son of Zeus, in a completely different storyline compared to the Greek mythology. Alcmene, his mother, is
murdered after she receives the wish-fulfilling gem bestowed by Hera. Meanwhile, Zeus and the other gods on
Mount Olympus disappear mysteriously. HERCULES -The Untold Stories takes you into a world of intriguing
attempts through timeless incidents, where past events are untold by the intertwining of the past and the future
and their influence on each other. You will adventure through 9 mythological levels, from the forests, palaces
in the world, to the vast fields of landlords. You will also receive help from various NPCs, from the gods, as
well as the demons, who appear in the levels, after completing their quests, of course. Hercules himself has
effective combos and special skills, which you can either learn from the NPCs or purchase in the game shop to
fight for the glory. Time swap system Platform movements: We have combined them in one prototype so you
can test and give us feedback to improve. We also have the most number of characters, objects, and scenes
that are needed to build a whole, complete game. The game will be finished and sent to you on 15th Nov
When Hercules acquires the ring made from the hair of Chronos, with one punch to the ground he will shift to
another point in the time stream. When the time changes other things will change too. There will be things that
are no longer here now, new objects will appear at another place, items will wear out, while some creatures
will grow and evolve. You must use those differences, or you must create similar differences by yourself by
intervening in the past, to find a way to pass through obstacles at the present for example. He can also learn
different powerful, special skills, such as dealing AoE damage, healing, ranging attacks When in combat,
Hercules can use Time Swap to avoid the incoming attacks or quickly sneak around to the back of tough guys,
thereby gaining advance strategy positions. You will be challenged by the struggled jumping of traditional
platformer games, and sometimes you have to combine multiple skills, such as clinging, double jumping,
sliding, or even using skills to pass through. And yet, there are challenges that may only pass through in the
past and you will have to use the Time Swap. But be careful, as a lot of traps await! Besides the main story,
which contains many secrets and questions that need to be solved, the NPCs also have their own stories and
missions that fit in the Adventure style, with dialogues, inventory system, collectible items, combinable and
usable items. You have to take advantage of Time Swap to find lost objects, or you have to undertake actions
in the past to create new objects in the present and so on. Also, you will meet the familiar puzzles of boxes
pushing, levers, pathfinder, and secret areas like in Tomb Raider. Showcase for Time Swap - Puzzle features
of the game. D thank you so much. We will continuously tweak and polish the game after each of your
feedback, comments, ideas or critics, to make it as best as possible: D The game is based on the mythology of
Hercules, but because of a twisted-time event, the story has completely changed! Alcmene carries the baby of
Zeus, the supreme god of Olympus. Hera, wife of Zeus, out of jealousy, gives Alcmene a wishing pearl when
Convention she is giving birth. Alcmene names her son Hercules the halo of Hera , to appreciate her
generosity. It is rumored that the Hera pearl holds the ability to turn any dream into reality. Thus, not long
after, Alcmene is mysteriously murdered and to arouse further curiosity, the pearl disappears. Thus, Hercules,
the orphan with mystical powers, is raised and trained by Chiron. On growing up, he becomes extremely
mighty and lives for his only goal: In a separate scene, Zeus suddenly disappears, as he used to play with
beautiful girls, when he descended upon earth. But this time, he disappears for so long that panic starts
spreading over Olympus, and then, Mars, Hades, and other ancient powerful gods also disappear without any
trace. Hera then descends down on earth with a mystic water bottle in hand, which she gives to Hercules with
a mission: During the journey, Hercules rescues a female shaman, Shea, who accompanies him throughout the
journey. But what is the true identity of the sorceress? Where is the wishing pearl? What will it be used on? Is
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Hera the instigator or nothing more than a tiny bone of gigantic forces under whose shadow hides the truth? I
am dying to tell you the rest of story! But I can only say that the game will have several different endings,
depending on your choices and the items you collect along your adventure. The illegitimate son of Zeus. He is
trained by Chiron to become a warrior, simmering with revenge on those who killed his beloved mother. A
female shaman rescued by Hercules on his journey. However, Shea has many secrets that are yet to be
revealed to Hercules. The queen of the gods and the wife of Zeus, she resides atop Olympus. She is also the
stepmother of Hercules. But, what is her intent behind this? His battle skills are not lost to his adoptive father:
When Alcmene is murdered, Chiron adopts Hercules and trains him to become an outstanding gladiator. D
Her Venus and Athena concepts: Hercules has various combos and incredible powers, which will pleasure
your thirst to beat the creeps up, hack them down and slash their asses! In addition, you can learn 10 more
powerful special moves for different uses, like the AoE skill, long-range attack, heal, stun, knock and more.
Combined with Time Swap, you can teleport to different times to dodge and sneak behind the enemy, as well
as choose diverse strategies. Along with the battle, you have to pass through some points in the levels with
platform jumping techniques. Sometimes, you have to use Time Swap to find the way to go forth. The divine
power of Hercules is also effective in creating new paths. The levels are interconnected and the player can
freely move back and forth between them to discover all the secrets. For instance, you can potentially double
jump to go back to previous levels to go to places that were previously inaccessible with a normal jump. You
need to have powerful weapons and collect enough useful skills and items to beat the Dungeon Monsters, who
are tougher than the final boss. The core and model assets of levels are ready, from the caves, temples, to the
vast meadows in the Underworld. Over 50 types of unique monsters, completed with animations, are waiting
for epic, glorious battles. Many of the post-processing and particle effects that were used for the skills and
Time Swap system are more remarkable. We are a small but experienced team, coming from various game
companies. But it is a waste of time to brag about our abilities if the products are not good, so just estimate the
prototype. D We are passionate about gaming and game development. Our highest target is to mix their strong
values to make an exciting and interesting game. However, we also pay attention to the financial aspects and
unexpected challenges. We will do what is necessary to create a good game in order to deserve your support.
We provide a balance to budgets as demonstrated below:
8: 7 reasons to watch 'The Untold Story of Detroit Hip-Hop' | City Slang
In "Untold stories" Ann is starting a amateurporn career besides her job in Kiras company. Of course Max has to help
her and so they do to have some training before. Kira is helping them of course!

9: eBook Momma: a start on all the untold stories. download | online | audio tags:
The real reason behind a teenager's bulging tummy & stomach pains shocks nurses, doctors, and even her meddling
Mom; a delirious man yelling for his "car", reveals clues about his own attempted murder; and a college coed
mysteriously stops breathing.
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